2016 ASU-Arkfeld eDiscovery and Digital Evidence Conference
Respect the Past. Understand the Present. Shape the Future!

March 9-11, 2016 | Tempe, AZ
Earn up to 15 hours of CLE credit

Enjoy the beautiful Arizona weather as you participate in the most exciting eDiscovery Conference of the year!

“Of all the conference options available, the ASU-Arkfeld stands head and shoulders above the others. Simple, honest, and direct, it is about good lawyering at the intersection of law and technology.”
– William Kellermann

Highlights include:
• Stimulating interactive dialogue, practical applications, and mock demonstrations on eDiscovery, Data Analytics, Ethics in eDiscovery, and much more!
• Thoughtful insights from renowned eDiscovery Jurists, Corporate and Government Counsel, and litigation support professionals!
• A deep look at the impact of the December 1, 2015 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure changes and new eDiscovery ethical standards on attorney competence.

Protect yourself and your clients • Maintain competence

Featured Speakers

The Honorable Shira Scheindlin
U.S. District Judge, U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York

Steve Watson
“‘Yes’, But What do we do About Smart Watches, IoT and Connected Cars!”
Technologist - eDiscovery, Forensics, Risk and Compliance. Sr. Technical Lead, Intel Corporation

Michael Goul
Welcome to Today’s Wild West of Data Science and Big Data
Associate Dean for Research W.P. Carey School of Business, ASU

To Register or for more information visit: https://conferences.asucollegeoflaw.com/ediscovery2016/

“Early Bird” Discounts, and Group Discounts of 15% for 2 attendees or more:
https://conferences.asucollegeoflaw.com/ediscovery2016/register/